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About This Content

3rd Anniversary of Rabi-Ribi! The final DLC for the all Rabi-Ribi fans! Come challenging new Special Bosses with Erina and
Ribbon in new costumes!

DLC Contents

 1 new costume for Erina

 4 new costumes for Ribbon including Halloween Ribbon, "Ending Scene" Ribbon and more

 4 extra CGs added into the main story

 New SPECIAL Bosses including SPECIAL Irisu, Rita and more*

 New achievements

*Bosses' difficulty are balanced without "Is the order a DLC?" items.
*Please read the following SPECIAL Bosses release schedule before purchasing.

*Requires finishing Post-Game to access

Special Bosses Schedule
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 SP Irisu : Released

 SP Rita : Released

 SP Syaro : Released

 SP Miru : Released

Minimum 4 SP Bosses are included. More contents might be announced after SP Miru.

DLC FAQ (English Only) : https://steamcommunity.com/app/400910/discussions/0/1777135871244851470/
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Title: Rabi-Ribi - Before Next Adventure
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
CreSpirit, GemaYue
Publisher:
Sekai Project
Franchise:
Rabi-Ribi
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or above

Processor: 1.0 Ghz or above

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Any DirectX 9.0 supported card

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I'm sorry but this experience is very small and not as nice as in the trailer. Maybe it will be developed in the future but for now it
is not worth paying money for. Sorry. This graphics engine is amazing, even a potato can run this game on 120+ fps
And it needs Online Multiplayer.. The game is simple and fun, made by a small team for a good cause. Can't wait to see what
the team comes up with next. Each game is better than the last.. My lord, the people say that your musicians have become
possessed by devils from the east!

What?! Bring ALL of them to me immediately!

*They all arrive at court*

They do not seem possessed to me.

*Starts Playing*

See norma- How the?! A drum does NOT sound like that, neither should that lyre!

Should I round them all up and prepare them for a public execution, my lord?

Auhhmm... No... No... That will not be necessary here, just... tell the people that their liege will deal with this personally.

*Medieval Electro Party Ensues*. You get to be Jesus. I mean, what more can you ask for? This goes up there with classics such
as Mortal Kombat and Street Fighter.. Paradox DLC is responsible for the fall of the Byzantine Empire.. From the first second
Bitey appeared on the screen, I was hooked. It was one of the most relaxing experiences I'd ever encountered. The characters
each have distinctive and charming personalities; they seem real, more so than many human characters in games. The rainforest
is absolutely stunning, even at a lower resolution. The bioluminescence creates a soothing visual that relaxes the mind. The
music adds to this soothing effect, with its mystical tone and flowing melody. The only negative point I can think of is its length;
the game ends so quickly, while I want to explore more of the world presented in the game. But for this cheap price its really
okay and worth it.. People ask me:
-Why do you farm?

I ask them:
-Why do you not?

10/10
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This is by far the best game of 2019, the graphics are insane and the storyline is absolutely insane. The insane car crashes make
it so there's always something to look at. Don't\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off the farmers, they'll kick
your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I think this game might have cured my autism. 10\/10 would put my peepee near my cat
again.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Seriously OP. If you like WoS, you gonna love this. Yes it's early access... yes there
are bugs but this just feels like the next gen of subway simulators.

It's only 10 bucks and I have a blast playing it so far!

I have two notes for the developer:

1) You stated in a post: "Besides, we are considering the possibility of including in this game other subway systems of different
countries."

Please don't! Focus on Moscow, adding more lines, new features, perfecting the game... another country can be DLC or the next
edition.

2) Build a community

Start a forum so users can discuss and be involved, start a monthly dev blog where you drop teasers and get people exited for
future updates.

I am very exited about the huge possibilities for this game!. Honestly I'm extremely confused how this game isn't more popular.
If you are looking for a shooting game similar to Space Pirates, gun drops like Borderlands, and the ability to go different
worlds and levels with never a dull moment to be had, well then this game is for you.

Oh yea, you can upgrade your weapons too.. This is an amazing, challenging game, very entertaining. Interesting characters,
amazing art, and the sound affects are just adorable! Great job game creators.. It is almost impossible to write a helpful review
for this game without spoiling it.
So - it is weird, it is great, and it it pretty unlike anything else. Give it a shot, it will be obvious within first 2 hours will you like
it or not.. Just don't do it! play the game for like 20 minutes before you decide weather or not you want to burn more money on
this dreck!

It's mostly multiplayer content but the multiplayer is both terrible and 100% dead.. First and foremost I will say this: "Dear Red"
had something going for it. it definitely had some potential to be a great game--look at the title art, it's amazing!

But... that potential was utterly wasted. This game isn't the worst thing ever but boy, is it bad. I played through the game about 7
times trying to see if I could understand what on earth the story behind everything was but I couldn't. And according to the
description of this game, "Each of your choices will lead to a different result."

This is a bold-faced lie.

You can say either tell the truth or lie in certain situations and all it'll get you is maybe a bit of extra dialogue--you'll get the
same ending. I may also add that my fastest run of this game took me not thirty minutes, not ten minutes, not even FIVE
minutes. It took me a solid minute or less to get to some of these endings. There's virtually no objects with which to interact in
order to trigger something, and those that do it'll just lead you straight to an ending. The game keeps trying to draw you in with,
"Well, Red's father and the murderer knew each other!" and "oh well there's more to it than meets the eye~! hurrhurrhurr" but if
there is then the game should have A. Been much longer, B. Not just ended after you make a choice not even thirty seconds into
the game, and C. NOT BEEN RELEASED. I mean, honestly, if this game was just something someone made to practice
different endings in RPG maker, then I would understand! But it's not; this is an actual game that someone is selling and that I
paid money for. I hope to god that this is just some kind of early release and that the game will have more content and updates
in the future, but something tells me that aint going to happen.

Overall: don't buy this game unless there's been some kind of huge update.. Netplay is literally unplayable half the time.

Such a shame because the game mechanics are as good as Soku or maybe even IaMP.
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